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Food Composition and Analysis: Methods and StrategiesAcademic Press, 2014

	This book covers methods and strategies related to food composition and analysis. Topics include antioxidant activity of maize bran arabinoxylan microspheres; active packaging based on the release of carvacrol and thymol for fresh food; enzymes for the flavor, dairy, and baking industries; membrane technology in food processing; tenderization...
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HTML5 & CSS3 For The Real WorldSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2015

	
		HTML5 and CSS3 for the Real World is your perfect introduction to the latest generation of web technologies. This easy-to-follow guide covers everything you need to know to get started today. You'll master the semantic markup available in HTML5, as well as how to use CSS3 to create amazing-looking websites without...
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Oceans in DeclineCopernicus, 2019

	
		What is happening in our oceans? By describing their main elements, this book shows how and why the oceans are being transformed, and suggests possible future scenarios to address this complex, yet often-asked, question. The ocean is being dramatically transformed, but the magnitude of this transformation remains unclear since the...
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Performance and Fault Management (Cisco Press Core Series)Cisco Press, 2000
The key to efficiently running networks is proper management.  Performance management measures a network's level of operation, ensures that it  maintains an acceptable level, and provides information for expanding the  network. Fault management detects, logs, and notifies users of network problems  and automatically fixes many...
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Delphi Graphics and Game Programming ExposedWordware Publishing, 2000
The majority of the book is dedicated to the mechanics of creating a game in  Delphi, and will therefore be concerned mainly with exactly how to do something,  such as fast flicker-free animation. Some parts address more theoretical issues,  such as game design, and are very light in their coverage. Other parts are at a  more intermediate level,...
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Photoshop 7(R): Tips and TechniquesMcGraw-Hill, 2002
300+ Immediate Solutions from the Pros

Improve your use of Photoshop in Web and print design. Prepare and plan for Web page development and print output, then skillfully apply the latest design and production techniques. Perform simple adjustments as well as complex tasks--optimize photographic imagery, build animation, add rollovers,...
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Modern Operating SystemsPrentice Hall, 1992
For software development professionals and computer science students, Modern Operating Systems gives a solid conceptual overview of operating system design, including detailed case studies of Unix/Linux and Windows 2000.
   What makes an operating system modern? According to author Andrew Tanenbaum, it is the awareness of high-demand...
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Dreamweaver MX 2004 in 10 Steps or LessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
If you are looking to make your job of building Web pages as effortless as possible and need a quick and easy understanding of the technology in order to do so, then this book is for you-whether you're new to Dreamweaver MX 2004 or you need a refresher on everything from simple tasks such as defining a Dreamweaver MX 2004 site to complex tasks such...
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NHibernate in ActionManning Publications, 2008
In the classic style of Manning's "In Action" series, NHibernate in Action shows  .NET developers how to use the NHibernate Object/Relational Mapping tool.  This book is a translation from Java to .NET, as well as an expansion, of  Manning's bestselling Hibernate in Action. All traces of Java have been carefully  replaced by their .NET...
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The Law, In Plain English, For PhotographersAllworth Press, 2002
The photographer's definitive business and legal resource is now completely updated and expanded.  In this valuable guide, arts attorney Leonard DuBoff takes you step by step though all the legal aspects of the photography business.  Here is expert advice for everything from contracts to trademarks, including government licenses, taxes, censorship,...
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Linux Administration Handbook (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006
As the deployment of Linux systems in production environments has accelerated, Linux administrators have longed for a book that addresses the challenges of this complex and exciting frontier. Linux Administration Handbook was written with this audience in mind. This book serves both as a valuable tutorial for the novice administrator and as a...
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Topics in Mathematical Analysis (Series on Analysis, Applications and Computation)World Scientific Publishing, 2008
This volume consists of a series of lecture notes on mathematical analysis. The contributors have been selected on the basis of both their outstanding scientific level and their clarity of exposition. Thus, the present collection is particularly suited to young researchers and graduate students. Through this volume, the editors intend to provide...
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